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NEW QUESTION: 1
A seller who does not own a security (a short seller) will
simply accept price of the security from the buyer and agree to
settle with the buyer on some future date by paying him an
amount equal to the price of the security on that date. While
this short sale is outstanding, the short seller will have the
use, of, or interest on, the proceeds of the sale. This is the
assumption of:
A. An option market

B. Volatile market
C. Market of underlying stock in an option trading
D. Near-perfect market
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You applied a subassembly template for an item at the master
level. Four main attributes of the subassembly template are:
-primary unit of measure (UOM): EA
-minimum order quanity: 5
-maximum order quantity: 10
-fixed lead time: 2
After applying the template, you find that the attributes are
not correct. You correct the template with these attributes:
-primary UOM: LB
-minimum order quantity: 7
-maximum order quantity: 12
-fixed lead time: 4
You reapply the template.
Which attributes are updated in the item?
A. primary UOM: EA, minimum order quantity: 5, maximum order
quantity: 12, fixed lead time: 2
B. primary UOM: EA, minimum order quantity: 5, maximum order
quantity: 10, fixed lead time: 4
C. primary UOM: LB, minimum order quantity: 7, maximum order
quantity: 12, fixed lead time: 4
D. primary UOM: EA, minimum order quantity: 7, maximum order
quantity: 12, fixed lead time: 4
E. primary UOM: LB, minimum order quantity: 5, maximum order
quantity: 10, fixed lead time: 2
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
For network based evidence, which of the following contains
traffic details of all network sessions in order to detect
anomalies?
A. Alert data
B. Statistical data
C. User data
D. Content data
Answer: B
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